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Abstract—In response to Internet emergencies, Internet resiliency is investigated directly through an autonomous system
(AS) level graph inferred from policy-compliant BGP paths
or/and traceroute paths. Due to policy-driven inter-domain routing, the physical connectivity does not necessarily imply network
reachability in the AS-level graph, i.e., many physical paths
are not visible by the inter-domain routing protocol for connectivity recovery during Internet outages. We call the invisible
connectivity at the routing layer, which can be quickly restored
for recovering routing failures by simple configurations, as the
potential routing diversities. In this paper, we evaluate two kinds
of potential routing diversities, which are recognized as Internet
eXchange Points (IXPs) participant reconnection and peering
policy relaxation. Using the most complete dataset containing
AS-level map and IXP participants that we can achieve, we
successfully evaluate the ability of potential routing diversity for
routing recovery during different kinds of Internet emergencies.
Encouragingly, our experimental results show that 40% to 80%
of the interrupted network pairs can be recovered on average
beyond policy-compliant paths, with rich path diversities and a
little traffic shifts. Thus, this paper implies that the potential
routing diversities are promising venues to address Internet
failures.
Index Terms—Internet reliability, failure recovery, routing.

I. I NTRODUCTION

A

S the Internet becomes a critical infrastructural component of our global information-based society, any interruption to its availability can have significant societal impacts.
Thus, when listing its requirements on the Internet, the GENI
initiative [1] states that: “any future Internet should attain the
highest possible level of availability”. Unfortunately, despite of
the remarkable availability and responsiveness demonstrated
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by the Internet in most cases, they still need a substantial
improvement when a disaster/emergency1 strikes [2], such as
911 terrorists attack [3], Taiwan earth quake [4] and fiber cut
in San Francisco area [5]. Take the Taiwan earthquake that
struck on Dec. 26, 2006 as an example. This earthquake has
caused significant damages to the Internet and even one week
after the Taiwan earthquake, the number of outage Internet
networks was still in the order of thousands [6].
The Internet is a network of Autonomous Systems (ASes)
and the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) is the de facto interdomain routing protocol among ASes. The understanding of
BGP’s dynamic and Internet topology is crucial for the analysis on Internet availability and resilience. In [7], the authors
highlighted the bad impact of BGP’s dynamics on the data
plane where data packets suffer loss, delay, and reordering.
In [8], the authors performed on k-shell analysis and the
resiliency of the Internet to top shell (core) disconnections and
discussed how paths traverse the Internet shells and quantify
the damage of core failures. In [9], the authors investigated
the impact of factors such as policies, topology, IGP weights
on routing stretch and diversity. Recently, there are several
literatures investigating the Internet resilience enhancement
on the BGP routing layer [10]–[13]. These techniques only
focus on exploring and utilizing the policy-compliant path
that satisfies the inter-domain policy of BGP. Therefore, the
potential of all these work is inherently constrained by the
underlying resilience of BGP-based Internet routing structure
which is analyzed in [14]. In [14], the authors made a detailed
measurement analysis about the Internet’s resilience to failures
based on BGP and their results revealed that today’s Internet
is vulnerable. For example, they disclosed that 32% of all
the ASes are vulnerable to the failure like a single critical
customer-provider link cut, and up to 93.7% of the reachability
of Tier-1 ISP’s single-homed customers has been lost due to
the failure like Tier-1 network depeering. Please note that these
results are also applied to all the existing work [10]–[12] that
utilizes the policy-compliant paths for failure recovery as the
upper-bound of capabilities.
Given the insufficiency of the existing work, we continue
to seek other solutions to help enhance the Internet failure recovery. In order to excavate more available resources for help,
we need to profile the requirements for potential assistance.
Consider a router A belongs to the victim AS, and another
router B belongs to a survival AS in the failure. We say that
1 When referring to “disaster” or “emergency”, we mean an incident which
causes a large number of disconnections among ASes for a long period.
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there exists a candidate emergency recovering connectivity
between A and B if the following two basic features are
satisfied.
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• Fast on-demand connection. There already exists a phys-

X

ical link connecting A and B.
• Reachability. Router B can reach at least one IP prefix
belonging to the set of recovering destination IP prefixes
defined by the victim AS.
The BGP-based Internet routing protocol is a policy-driven
paradigm under which the physical connectivity does not
necessarily translate into network reachability, causing many
physical paths are not visible to the victim network in a
failure emergency. To further make use of these physical paths,
in this paper, we exploit and evaluate the potential routing
diversities, which are one step beyond the scope of BGP
policies. Specifically, at least two kinds of inter-domain links
can be used for emergency recovery via simple configurations.
They are:
•

•

Setting up BGP sessions between IXP participants.
Internet eXchange Point (IXP) is a physical infrastructure
that allows multiple ASes to exchange Internet traffic
between their networks. Since the co-located ASes in
a same IXP have routers geographically nearby and
physically interconnected by switches [15], a new BGP
session between two ASes (which are physically connected through switch but not connected through BGP
previously) in the IXP can be easily set up.
Policy relaxation between neighboring ASes. By relaxing the policy restrictions between victim AS and its
neighboring survival ASes in an emergency, the previously policy-prohibited routing can be reused and the
outage could be potentially recovered.

While the idea of policy relaxation has been mentioned
in [14], setting up new BGP sessions between IXP participants
to rescue the failure emergencies is a novel idea proposed in
this paper which is the first contribution.
To discover and utilize these potential routing diversities is
an ambitious endeavor. As a first step towards this goal, we
aim to answer in this paper how much connection outage can
be potentially recovered using the possible invisible physical
paths in the inter-domain routing layer in addition to the BGP
self-recovery. To the best of our knowledge, this question has
not been answered before. We have illustrated several preliminary results in our previous work [16], and this paper presents
more comprehensive experiments and evaluation results. This
is the second contribution and also the major contribution of
this paper.
We organize the paper as the following. In Section II, we
specify the two kinds of potential routing diversities in details.
In Section III, we manage to leverage an AS graph to date
containing 31,845 nodes (ASes) and 142,970 links for the
analysis on the effectiveness of potential routing diversities.
The links are extracted from a large-scale 541M traceroute
measurements from 580K end hosts, as well as all publicly
available BGP tables. We also describe in this section the
IXP information collected from several available datasets. In
Section IV, we check the severe failure models where critical
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Fig. 1.

Reconnecting routers in IXPs to achieve network reachability.

links or a large number of links are cut2 . The evaluation results
shed new light on the inter-domain routing resilience using
potential routing diversities. In the remaining of the sections,
we discuss the limitations of this paper in Section V, review
the related work in Section VI and summarize the paper in
Section VII.
II. E XPLORING P OTENTIAL ROUTING D IVERSITY
In this section, we describe the two potential routing diversities that could be utilized for network reachability recovery
in case of Internet emergencies.
A. Reconnect IXP participants
An IXP is a physical infrastructure that allows different ISPs
to exchange Internet traffic between their networks by means
of mutual peering agreements. In an IXP, although the colocated ASes have their routers geographically nearby or have
even physically interconnected by Layer-2 switches (or layer2 cloud, layer-2 switching fabric) [15], a BGP session is not
necessarily and naturally established between any two ASes
unless the corresponding ASes have business relationship
between them.
In case of Internet failure emergencies, some of connectivities to the lost networks can be recovered by establishing
new BGP sessions between (selective) co-located ASes. A
new BGP session between two ASes (which are physically
connected through switch but not connected through BGP
previously) in an IXP can be easily established. In order to
setup a BGP connection between the router of victim AS
and the router of survival AS, each of them only needs to
have a “neighbor ip-address remote-as AS-number” entry in
its configurations. We envision that the IP addresses and the
AS numbers of the participants in an IXP can be obtained
through the third party who manages it. Even an automated
mechanism over the layer-2 switching fabric is a feasible
alternative in case the human communications would delay
on recovery process. These design details are not the focus of
this paper and are left as our future work.
2 Please note that the BGP is resilient to small-scale failure, i.e., teardown
of a single link in lower tier, as demonstrated in previous work. So we do
not repeat these experiments
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the physical connections beyond the BGP policy are fully
exploited in this way. Again, we use the example in Fig. 2
to present the idea of policy relaxation. If the relationship
on link 2-3 is changed from peering to customer-to-provider,
link 3-1 can now carry traffic from AS2. Through this way,
the policy-relaxed AS path 4-2-3-1 works to carry traffic from
AS4 and AS2 to AS1, which is not visible from the original
BGP policy routing.
In principle, both peering links and provider-to-customer
links can be relaxed into customer-to-provider links, however,
in this paper, we only focus on evaluating the potential of
relaxing peering links because peer-peer links usually have
more bandwidth than the links to its customers and relaxing
a customer-to-provider link to a provider-to-customer is less
likely to happen in reality.
III. DATASET, M ETHODOLOGY AND M ODEL
A. AS topology

Fig. 2.

Relaxing routing policy to achieve network reachability.

To describe how IXP participants reconnection can be used
as the potential routing diversity, we use an example scenario
in Japan IXP (JPIX) and London IXP (LNIX) during the
Taiwan earthquake incident. As shown in Fig. 1, some ASes
in these two IXPs is selected for illustration. In the figure,
the big ovals stand for IXPs and small cycles are ASes in
the IXPs. During the disaster, Singapore Telecom (AS7473)
and China Telecom (AS4143) lost their connections to MSN,
but AS2828, AS2914 in LNIX and AS2516 in JPIX are still
able to access MSN. To recover the traffic from AS4134 to
MSN, we could create a new provider-customer link between
AS4134 and AS2914 (or AS2828) in LNIX and then the traffic
would traverse AS 2914 (or AS 2828) to reach MSN. To
recover the traffic from AS 7473 to MSN, we could set up a
new provider-customer link between AS7473 and AS2914 in
LNIX (or between AS7473 and AS2516 in JPIX).
B. Peer relaxation
The exporting policy [17] of BGP routing obeys the following two rules as shown in Table I: 1) each AS exports to its
providers/peers its own routes and those learned from its customers or siblings; 2) each AS exports to its customers/siblings
its own routes and any routes learned from others. According
to the exporting policy, the valid AS paths follow the “valleyfree” rule [18] and a peering link or customer-to-provider link
never carries traffic from another peer or provider. As a result,
the routing diversity of BGP has been restricted and physically
connected paths may not be visible to the victim network in
a failure emergency. For the example in Fig. 2, if link 12 is broken then AS2 and AS4 are disconnected from AS1
although the underlying physical path 4-2-3-1 exists. This is
because link 3-1 is a customer-to-provider link, it will not be
used to carry traffic from a peer, i.e., AS2.
If the exporting policy on some links could be relaxed,
the previously policy restricted AS path(s) can be utilized to
carry affected traffic when Internet emergency happens and

A complete Internet AS topology graph is definitely useful
to our evaluations on potential routing diversity. To this end,
we use both BGP data and traceroute data to build an AS
graph that contains 31845 AS nodes and 142970 links.
BGP data: First, we use AS links from UCLA IRL lab [19]
as a base, which are collected from route servers, looking
glasses, and Internet Routing Register [20]. Since this data
set does not provide BGP AS paths and information from
newly added vantage points, we also collect the BGP data from
790 BGP speaking routers in 438 unique ASes. Specifically,
we combine several BGP feeds: Routeviews [21] collected
at route-views.oregon-ix.net, which is the most widely used
BGP archive so far, 6 other Oregon route severs and 16 route
collectors of RIPE/RIS [22].
Oliveira et al. [15], [23] pointed out that ten months of the
public view data should be enough to cover all the customerprovider links and upstream peering links in the Internet AS
graph. According to this, we use ten months of data gathered
between Dec 1, 2007 and Sep 30, 2008. However, the graph
drawn from only 10-month BGP data still misses a lot of lowtier peering links as mentioned in [15]. Therefore, we further
use traceroute data to find hidden peering links.
Traceroute data: The traceroute data are collected by P2P
users located in 580,000 host across the 5,500 ASes at the
same time as we collect BGP data, and to the best of our
knowledge, this is the largest scale traceroute measurement
when we started the work in this paper, which consists of
541,023,742 measurements over 6.2 billion hops [24]. Using
a set of heuristics, we have extracted about 23,000 links that
are complementary to the BGP AS links. The heuristics and
traceroute AS links are validated with real ISPs. Please refer
to [24] for the details of the methodology and heuristics.
Network classification: The Internet structure is considered
to be loosely hierarchical. There are methodologies to classify
the Internet tiers according to the degree of each individual
AS, or the number of prefixes originated by the AS, or the
distinct AS paths seen from the AS, etc. However, without
accounting for the AS contractual relationship, these heuristics
may be misleading. For example, the degree for an AS may
include a mixed set of neighbors including providers, peers,
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TABLE II
S TATISTICS OF AS ES ON EACH TIER .

Tier-1
9

large AS
281

media AS
1644

small AS
4642

0.7

stub AS
25269

0.6

0.5

Africa 1

Proportion

# of unique ASes: 3468
Average # of ASes in each IXP: 58.81
Min. # of ASes in a IXP: 4
Max. # of ASes in a IXP: 321

Asia Pacific 24

0.4

0.3

0.2

Europe 53

South America 2
0.1

0
0
10

1

2

10
Number of IXPs

10

North America 20

The proportion of non-stub ASes that has presented in at least x

Fig. 4.
IXPs.
Fig. 3.

IXP statistics.

or customers. Algorithms based on the number of prefixes
and distinct AS paths may be too coarse since prefixes vary
significantly and route aggregations happen everywhere. To
mitigate these limitations, we apply the state-of-the-art method
proposed in [15] which uses the number of downstream
customer ASes to classify AS hierarchy. Besides 9 wellknown Tier-1 ASes, “large AS” is the AS that has more than
50 customers, “media AS” is the ones with 5-50 customers,
“small AS” has less than 5 customers, and “stub AS” is the
AS which does not provide transit service to any other AS.
The number of ASes in each category is shown in Table II.
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B. IXP dataset
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There are several sources, such as Packet Clearing
House [25], Peeringdb [26], and Euro-IX [27], each of which
maintains a list of IXPs, as well as their participants. While
there are more than 200 unique IXPs worldwide in these
sources, we intentionally pick 100 of them for our study
according to their scale and geographical locations. The number of participant ASes in other IXPs is quite small and the
contributions of them are minor. So we exclude them from the
experiments in this paper.
The statistics of IXPs is listed in Fig. 3. There are 3468
unique ASes (all of these ASes are not stub ASes) presented in
our IXP data set, i.e., 52.7% non-stub ASes are involved in at
least one IXP. One AS can be involved in a number of different
IXPs. More IXPs an AS participants, larger probability it could
be recovered by the IXP helpers. In average, one IXP member
can be in 1.70 IXPs and in the best case, one AS appears in
33 IXPs. As shown in Figure 4, 52.7% of the unique IXP
members are only in one IXP and only 6.3% of the non-stub
ASes can be in more than three IXPs.
C. Policy inference
We infer the business relationships between ASes based
on the Partialness To Entireness (PTE) algorithm proposed
by Xia [28] and most AS links are classified as one of
three kinds of relationships: customer-provider links, peering

Fig. 5.

The proportion of non-stub ASes that has at least x peering links.

links, and sibling links. By improving the seminal work by
Gao [18], the PTE method is considered to outperform most
other approaches [29]. The basic idea of PTE algorithm is to
infer the entire AS relationships from partial information. The
algorithm consists of two major components. One is to filter
non-valley-free paths (use pre-fetched partial AS relationships
to examine the valley-free property for each AS path, and then
remove the AS paths which cannot be valley free from the
data), and the other is to infer AS relationships from partial
information (define three inference rules on an AS path and
one refreshing rule based on valley-free property of AS paths).
Since peering links are used for peer relaxation, we analyze
the distribution of peering links here. Without stub AS, the
average number of peering links for an AS is 5.35 and an
AS could peer with 503 ASes at most in our dataset. Fig. 5
demonstrates the proportion of non-stub ASes that has at least
x peering links. Among all the non-stub ASes, 47.1% have at
least one peering link and 18.4% have more than 10 peering
links.
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TABLE III
S TATISTICS OF THE AS TOPOLOGY IN OUR STUDY.

with stub AS
without stub AS

# nodes
31845
6576

# links
142970
78090

# customer-provider
94500 (66.1%)
38580(49.4%)

# peering
43709 (30.6%)
35151(45.0%)

# sibling
4761 (3.3%)
4359(5.6%)

TABLE IV
L IST OF TIER -1 AS ES .
ASN
AS

174
PSINET

209
Qwest

701
UUNET

1239
SPRINT

2914
Verio

D. Failure models
We measure the proposed routing diversities to understand
their potential on recovering the Internet failures. We classify
the failures according to the types of the failed links, i.e.,
teardown of peering links, provider-customer links (access
links) and mixed link types.
• Tier-1 depeering. A depeering3 could be caused by contractual reasons, mis-configurations or physical damages.
As evidenced by contractual disputes between Cogent and
Level 3 [14], [30], Internet connectivity can be significantly
affected by the depeering over a peering link between two
tier-1 ASes.
• Access links teardown. Provider-customer links connect
the networks in different tiers of the Internet, which contribute to the major reachability. Tier-1 ASes construct the
core of today’s Internet and are the top service providers.
• Regional failures. Regional failure breaks several peer
links and provider-customer links, which can be caused by
a regional emergency.
IV. E VALUATION R ESULTS
A. Evaluation metrics
When failures happen, they disrupt the traffic that traverses
the failed network components and break the connectivities
between a number of < src, dst > pair, which is called lost
< src, dst > pair. When BGP converges, the connectivity of
some lost < src, dst > pairs can be recovered; however, there
are still many lost< src, dst > pairs whose connectivity are
still not restored after BGP convergence and such pairs are
named as non-reachable < src, dst > pairs. We introduce the
potential routing diversities for recovery of the non-reachable
< src, dst > pairs and evaluate its effects using the following
methods.
• IXP reconnection (IXP). We first check whether a victim
is in any of the IXPs in our IXP dataset as mentioned
before. If it is in at least one IXP, the reachability of
the ASes in all the co-located IXPs to the recovering
destination is checked. Again, the reachability could be
recovered if at least one of the participants located in the
same IXP is able to access the destination.
• Peer Relaxation (PR). We validate this kind of potential
routing diversity by investigating the reachability of all
the peers of the victim. As long as at least one of its
3 Depeering: if one or both networks in a peering relationship believes that
there is no longer a mutual benefit, they may decide to cease the free exchange
of traffic.

3356
Level 3

3549
Global Crossing

3561
Cable & Wireless

7018
AT&T

peers reaches the recovering destination, the connectivity
of the victim to the destination could be recovered by
relaxing the peer relationship.
Furthermore, we define the following metrics to quantify
the potential:
• Recovery ratio is the ratio between the number of nonreachable < src, dst > AS pairs that can be recovered
by using potential diversities and the total number of the
non-reachable < src, dst > AS pairs.
• Path diversity of a < src, dst > pair stands for the
number of parallel paths that do not share links and it
can be formally defined as the minimal number of links
(including the link itself) that must be removed in order
to disconnect the two endpoints of the pair. This is used
to show the path redundancies between the source AS
and the destination AS.
• Shifted path. The traffic from the failed link will shift
to a new link after recovery. Since it is impossible to get
the traffic metrics over each two ASes, we estimate the
amount of traffic over a certain link as the number of the
shortest valley-free paths that traverse the link as [14]
did. The number of the shifted path is evaluated in the
experiments.
B. Depeering
In this section, we check the potential routing diversities
during the tier-1 depeering since it is the worst case for
depeering failures as indicated in [14]. Table IV illustrates the
nine well known tier-1 ASes, which are used to generate tier-1
depeering scenarios for experiments. Totally 36 experiments
are performed, and in each experiment, we: 1) assume one
peering link between two tier-1 ASes to be down and then
find the lost < src, dst > pairs which are originally connected
through this link; 2) seek alternative valley-free routes for
the these pairs and the < src, dst > pairs that are still not
reachable are picked for our evaluation of potential resources;
3) check the metrics described above via peer relaxation, IXP
participant reconnection and both.
1) Recovery ratio: Among the 36 experiments, with only
peer relaxation, the minimum, mean and maximum recovery
ratio are 0.44, 0.65 and 0.86; with only IXP participant
reconnection, the minimum, mean and maximum recovery
ratio are 0.28, 0.48 and 0.64; and with both peer relaxation
and IXP participant reconnection, the minimum, mean and
maximum recovery ratio are 0.63, 0.78 and 0.92. The absolute
number of non-reachable pairs is 31456 (with a maximum of
144516 and a minimum of 1996). The cumulative distribution
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Fig. 8. Details of not recovered ASes through IXP participant reconnection.
Fig. 6. CDF of the recovery ratios via PR, IXP, and PR+IXP for tier-1
depeering.
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Note that if two peered ASes are both single-homed to a
same tier-1 AS, in case of tier-1 peering link, they cannot help
each other. This explains why a lot of victim ASes cannot find
potential routes from its peers as discussed before.
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reachable pairs that cannot be recovered by IXP participant
reconnection, 54.3% of them do not appear in any IXP (i.e.,
45.7% of them is in IXPs but could not find IXP participant
reconnection). The number indicates that the probability to get
potential connectivity if a victim AS is involved in an IXP is
much larger than the case that it has peer links.
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Fig. 7.
Details of not recovered AS through peer relaxation for tie-1
depeering.

of the percentage of experiments to recovery ratios via PR,
IXP, and PR+IXP of the above experiment are depicted in
Figure 6. The figure shows the proportion of experiments
where recovery ratio is less than a specific value. We can
see that a significant portion of the AS pairs can be recovered
with PR or IXP. The recovery ratio via PR is larger than
those via IXP because the number of peering links that can
be used for peer relaxation is much larger than the number of
IXP participant reconnection.
Next, when a victim AS is involved in an IXP or has peering
links, we check how likely its connectivities can be recovered.
In Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, we look into the non-reachable pairs
that are failed to be recovered by peer relaxation and IXP
participant reconnection, and inspect how many of them still
cannot be recovered. In both figures, the black part presents
the proportion of the victim ASes that do not have peering
links or do not appear in any IXP; while the white part is the
proportion that no alternative routes are found by peer policy
relaxation or IXP participant reconnection. We observe that,
1) among all non-reachable pairs that cannot be recovered
by peer relaxation, only 9.4% of them do not have peering
links (i.e., 90.6% of them do have peering links but these
peer links could not help during failures); 2) among all non-

2) Path diversity: 36 experiments (each of which breaks
two tier-1 ASes) are performed to study the improvement on
the path diversity metric of the recovered < src, dst > pairs.
The path diversities are all 0 for the non-reachable pairs before
the recovery. After introducing the potential connectivities, the
path diversity of each recovered < src, dst > pairs increases.
Take one simulated experiment as example where AS1239 and
AS2914 depeer. The average path diversity of the recovered
pairs by PR and IXP is 6.2, which means there are 6.2 parallel
paths (on average) can be chosen by a victim AS to reconnect
to the destination. Among all the 36 experiments, the average
path diversity is 3.6, the minimum path diversity is 1.9 and the
maximum path diversity is 6.3. The distribution of the average
path diversity in each experiment is depicted in Fig. 9. In most
of the experiments, the path diversity is 2-3 (12 experiments,
33.3%) or 3-4 (14 experiments, 38.9%). The existence of such
multiple parallel paths gives the chance to avoid possible
congestion caused by traffic moving from links to links.
3) Shifted path: The average increased number of paths
traversing a link, i.e., the average number of shifted path,
varies from 3.75 to 17.2 in all the 36 possible scenarios of
tier-1 AS depeering disaster. We also observe that the number
of the shifted paths to some links could be very large and
the maximum number of the shifted paths to a link varies
from 174 to 4217 in the 36 experiments. Fortunately, only
a very small number of paths are shifted over most of the
links. Fig. 10 shows the percentage of links with the number
of shifted paths, when AS1239 and AS2914 depeer. In this
case, the number of shifted path over 86.3% of the links is no
more than 4.
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Fig. 9.
Distribution of path diversity among 36 experiments and each
experiment mimics the case that breaks the link between two tier-1 ASes.
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recover 1/3 to half of the non-reachable < src, dst > pairs,
even in the face of severe failures, e.g., 30 customer-provider
links are down simultaneously. While PR and IXP provide
similar potential routing diversities in this failure type, IXPs
are more efficient than peering links for failure recovery, since
the percentage of victim ASes that are not in any IXP is larger
than the victims that do not have peers.
2) Path Diversity: The path diversities of the recovered
ASes pairs are also checked under this failure scenario. The
average path diversity is increased by 4.64 with peer relaxation
and IXP participant reconnection when 10 provider-customer
links are down. It does not show an obvious decrease in the
increased path diversity when the number of broken links
increases. The path diversity is 4.54 on average for the case
that 20 provider-customer links fail.
3) Shifted path: The average number of shifted path when
10, 20 and 30 links are damaged are 3.4, 4.0 and 4.2,
respectively. It is a slight increasing trend with the increase
of the number of the affected links. Although the number of
shifted paths over some links could be as large as thousands,
the number of shifted paths is less than 4 over about 87.9%
to 98.3% of the links in different experiments with different
number of simulated broken access links.
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Fig. 10. Histogram of the number of shifted paths if AS 1239 and AS 2914
depeer.

C. Access link teardown
Today’s core Internet consists of a small number of tier-1
ASes acting as the top transit providers. Damages of several
provider-customer access links belonging to its tier-1 AS could
cause the disconnections of a large number of customers
and “grand-customers” from Internet. Therefore, we mimic
the failure emergency of multiple provider-customer links by
randomly picking access links between tier-1 (Table IV) to set
its customers to be down simultaneously.
Similar as the steps in tier-1 depeering experiments, existing
routing diversity by BGP valley free feature is first used
to recover the lost AS pairs caused by the disconnection
of multiple provider-customer links. And then the potential
connectivity diversity is evaluated for the < src, dst > pairs
that can not be recovered by BGP routing.
1) Recovery ratio: The number of non-reachable <
src, dst > pairs in this failure type is relatively smaller than
the ones in tier-1 depeering example. Even there are 30 failed
access links to each tier-1 AS, the number of non-reachable
< src, dst > pairs is 1835 on average (with a maximum of
6515 and with a minimum of 240). The recovery ratios via
PR, IXP and PR+IXP are illustrated in Table V, and we can

In this section, we check the potential resilience when
regional failure occurs. Specifically, we investigate the potential connectivity improvement to Taiwan earthquake incident
stricken in [6].
1) Recovery ratio: There is no pubic data indicating the
exactly destroyed links during the Taiwan earthquake. To
simulate the disaster and study the above nine large victims,
we randomly remove 50% of the links for the nine heavily
affected ASes in the disaster as indicated by [6]. These ASes
are AS4134, AS4755, AS4761, AS4795, AS4837, AS9498,
AS7473, AS9929 and AS24077. By checking BGP AS paths,
we collect the AS pairs that traverse these removed links as
the lost < src, dst > pairs in the experiment. Then, we check
whether there is an alternative path (i.e., valley free) to recover
the lost < src, dst > pairs. The still non-reachable pairs are
used to evaluate the potential by introducing peers and IXP
participant reconnection. In the simulation, we observe that
the number of non-reachable pairs caused by the failure of
different victim varies from 644 to 103236.
The recovery ratios via PR, IXP and PR+IXP are shown in
Fig. 11. Each group of the three bars indicates the recovery
ratio to the disconnections caused by the deleted links belongs
to one of the victim AS. The average recovery ratios via PR
and via IXP are 52% and 56%, respectively. Utilizing both of
them, the average recovery ratio is increased to 70%. Among
the not recovered non-reachable < src, dst > pairs through
IXP participant reconnection, 63% of them are not involved
in any IXP; and among the not recovered non-reachable pairs
through peer relaxation, 25% of them do not have peer links.
2) Path diversity: According to the feedback from a large
ISP in China, the accesses to MSN, Google and DNS roots
were strongly required by its customers during the Taiwan
earthquake incident. To evaluate the resilience improvement
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TABLE V
P OTENTIAL ROUTING DIVERSITY BY PR OR IXP WHEN SEVERAL PROVIDER - CUSTOMER LINKS ARE DAMAGED .
Links down
10
20
30

recovery ratio via PR
35.8%
27.8%
26.8%

No peer
10.7%
10.9%
9.4%

Recovery ratio via IXP
32.7%
27.6%
26.0%

Not in IXP
26.2%
29.33%
29.8%

Recovery ratio via PR+IXP
43.7%
38.1%
37.0%

TABLE VI
PATH DIVERSITY IMPROVEMENT. “PD” IS SHORT FOR PATH DIVERSITY AND “IR” STANDS FOR IMPROVEMENT RATIO BETWEEN INCREASED PATH
DIVERSITY AND THE ORIGINAL DIVERSITY.
Des.
MSN
Google
DNS

BGP only
PD
24.4
14.9
105

BGP+PR
PD
IR
27.6
13.0%
17.6
17.9%
112.8
7.4%

PR
IXP
PR+IXP

0.8

0.7

0.6
Recovery ratio

BGP+PR+IXP
PD
IR
34.1
39.8%
23.3
56.5%
127.2
21.1%

Since MSN, Google and DNS servers are hot spots of
Internet, the connectivity is already quite large. However,
by peer relaxation and IXP reconnections, it still provides
non-trivial increases in path diversity by 21.1% to 56.5%.
In addition, we study the increased path diversity to all
the destinations. The increased path diversity for the nonreachable pairs, sourced from the nine ASes aforementioned
is illustrated in Table VII. The value listed in each column
is the mean over all the recovered non-reachable pairs. It is
shown that at least two parallel paths could be found in average
through peer relaxation and IXP participant reconnection.
3) Shifted paths: The number of the shifted paths is shown
in Table VIII. The first column indicates the failures caused
by the links to a certain AS. The second column is the average
number of shifted paths, while the third column lists the
maximum number of shifted paths. To view the distribution
of the shifted paths, the fourth column demonstrates the
percentage of links, over which the number of shift paths is
less than 4. Obviously from the table, we observe that, 1)
the average number of the shifted paths is small; 2) there are
heavily used links which absorbs a large number of shifted
paths; 3) however, the number of such links are quite small
and less than 4 shifted paths are over 77.7% to 90.1% links.
•
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Fig. 11. The recovery ratio by potential connectivity diversity beyond BGP
for Taiwan earthquake incident.

via potential routing diveristies, we try to capture the changes
on the number of the unique paths (i.e., the path diversity)
to these destinations from the 9 heavily affected ASes with
and without the utilization of potential resources. Table VI
illustrates the results of path diversity improvement based on
the potential connectivities. All the valley free paths without
sharing any shared risk link are first collected for each
< src, dst > pair. The average number of unique paths of the
9 sources to each of the destination are listed in the column
“BGP”. Second, all the peering links directly connected to
the source are relaxed to be provider-customer links. The path
diversity is checked again and the results are in the column
“BGP+PR”. Third, by adding new BGP sessions between each
source AS and its potential IXP participant reconnection, the
diversity is shown in “BGP+IXP” column. The results from
both peer relaxation and IXP participant reconnection are
illustrated in the last column as “BGP+PR+IXP”. In the table,
we can see that,
• The link connectivity to DNS is much larger than the
other two. This is because there are 13 DNS servers, and
the link connectivity to DNS is the summation of the one
to each of the DNS server;
• Solely leveraging IXP participant reconnection can
achieve more improvement than only relaxing the peering
links;

E. Summary of Main Findings
Through the above experiments, we summarize the following main findings.
• Potential routing diversities significantly improve the
resilience. Even in heavy failure models, approximately
40% to 80% of all non-reachable source-destination (<
src, dst >) pairs that cannot be recovered after BGP’s
convergence are now reconnected by using the potential
routing diversities.
• Peer relaxation is easier, and IXP participants is more
capable. 47.1% of the non-stub ASes have peering links in
the AS graph we studied, however, most of the peer links
can not used to recover the failures in some severe cases.
Compared with peering relaxation, only a few ASes are
involved in at least one IXP, but the chance for a victim
AS to recover its connectivity through IXP participant
reconnections is relatively larger.
• Potential routing diversities themselves have redundancy. Several parallel paths that do not share any link,
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TABLE VII
I NCREASED PATH DIVERSITY FOR TAIWAN EARTHQUAKE FAILURE .
ASN
4134
4755
4761
4795
4837
9498
7473
9929
24077

Increased path diversity
3.4
2.2
2.3
2.5
2.5
2.4
2.4
2.8
4.2

which can recover inter-domain routing through potential
routing diversities, is discovered even in severe failures.
• Impact on traffic path shift can be controlled. No
more than 25% of the links absorb/disperse more than 4
traffic flows in the < src, dst > granularity. Thanks to
the redundant potential routing diversities mentioned in the
above item, a smarter policy on path selection could further
reduce the path shift.
V. L IMITATIONS AND D ISCUSSIONS
Considering that the existing Internet resilience is not sufficient for emergency recovery, in this paper we demonstrate the
feasibility to exploit the potential routing diversities during the
Internet failures. Our intention to extend the routing diversities
is not meant to replace existing approaches for recovering
the Internet failures; rather, it is complementary to existing
work in that it focuses on evaluating the potential resources
for advanced recovery mechanisms.
While promising, there are limitations within our work.
The quality of the Internet AS topology is very important
to evaluate the potential routing diversities addressed in this
paper. Although we have used the most complete AS topology
graph to date, we still do not know how many links are missing
from our graph. This potentially influences our measurement
results. Furthermore, the accuracy of inferred AS relationships
has impact on the peering relaxation and validity of valley-free
inferred AS paths. We leveraged the PTE algorithm proposed
by Xia [28] to infer the AS relationship. While it is considered
to outperform most other approaches [29], the results may not
be 100% correct. Such limitations on topology and relationship
inference are shared by all the existing work since available
control/routing- and data-plane measurements both suffer from
some kind of biases [31]. Also, a failure that disconnects
two networks in our failure model, may actually disconnect
multiple IP links at the same time if they share the same
physical infrastructure. However, we cannot know the physical
dependencies between different links. That is other limitation
of this paper.
We have evaluated the ability of the potential routing
diversities in this paper, and the idea of exploiting these
routing diversities is deployable. In [32], we present the design
of IER (Internet Emergency Response) system to substantially
realize speedup the recovery process of the Internet availability
after an Internet emergency, based on the routing diversity.
We introduce a detailed IER framework, which contains three
main modules: candidate helper AS identification, resource
allocation and network reconfiguration. In the first module, we
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TABLE VIII
S HIFTED PATH FOR TAIWAN EARTHQUAKE FAILURE .
ASN
4134
4755
4761
4795
4837
9498
7473
9929
24077

average
6.2
6.0
7.6
6.9
7.2
7.9
9.1
3.8
3.9

max.
413
790
529
261
259
652
3682
55
43

less than 4
89.6%
82.4%
84.4%
78.7%
77.7%
79.3%
81.8%
83,8%
90.1%

build a communication channel among the routers. Over the
channel, the affected ASes broadcast their desired resources
(e.g., lost destinations) and the helper ASes advertise what
they can help. This is the first thing that to find potentially help
to reach the lost destinations, when an emergency happens.
Once the help information is advertised to the affected ASes,
we enter the resource allocation module. The task here is to
accommodate the demand-and- supply between affected ASes
and helper ASes. Note that the resource allocation involves
practical considerations. For example, resources are not free
and helper ASes may charge money for their help. From an
affected ASs perspective, it may want to reach as many lost
destinations as possible with fewer new AS contracts. From an
helper ASs perspective, it may want to sell as many resources
as possible with fewer new contracts. After the resources
being arranged, we need to reconfigure the routers accordingly.
However, improper reconfiguration would cause the newly
established contracts to carry unexpected traffic. To this end,
we identify and analyze the root causes for the unexpected
traffic, and then propose the solutions to mitigate the problem
in the IER system. Furthermore, we evaluate the effectiveness
of the IER system in [32] using synthetic data generated from
the realistic Internet AS topology and IXP dataset, and the
results have demonstrated that the process is fast and is able
to deliver reasonably good recovery rates in a series of settings,
for example, in a major emergency, it can figure out how to
recover about 2.4 million disconnected AS pairs within 11
seconds.
ISP marketing is complex, but the network owners have
clear incentives to manage failures well, because unmanaged
failures can cause severe service disruptions and lead to
significant financial and reputation damages [33]. Building
dedicated redundant networks or setting up backup arrangements ahead of the failure requires significant investment.
It is impossible to predict when and where a failure will
occur, the coverage and gain of such investment on redundancy
has essential limitations. Also, the serious emergency is not
frequent and the risk for different ASes is comparable in a
long run. Using potential routing diversity, an affected AS
only “borrows” connectivity from others on demand during
the failure, therefore, this framework pools the resources of
multiple ASes together for mutual backup to improve network
reliability at low cost. Similar cases are also activated in other
area of our life, for example, airline industry uses other airlines
ights to transport their customers when their own aircrafts are
not available to fly. In addition, the help process is relatively
short and affects the helper ASes temporarily, and the helper
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ASes can also make profit by helping the affected ASes [32].
VI. R ELATED W ORK
Although the routing on today’s Internet has demonstrated
remarkable availability and responsiveness on average, there
is a lack of resilience to failure emergencies. There are a
spectrum of literatures studying the Internet reliability or
resilience under failures. While they all have made good
efforts on advancing the Internet reliability, each of them also
has its own limitations.
Solving Intra-AS failures. In paper [33], the authors
propose a solution framework called reliability as an interdomain service (REIN) to improve the redundancy of a single
IP network using multiple networks. The idea is to recover the
intra-domain failure through inter-domain links with neighbors. Recently, Resilient Routing Reconfiguration (R3) is
proposed as a novel routing protection scheme that guarantees
performance and congestion-free [34]. These methodologies
are efficient for intra-domain failures, but can not recover
inter-domain traffic, nor large scale disasters.
Building dedicated backup infrastructures. Specially
customized dedicated emergency response network (ERN) is
introduced in [35] to sustain critical communications in emergencies. The idea is to use Advanced Metering Infrastructure
(AMI), surveillance camera mesh networks, and enhanced cell
phones for emergency communication when a disaster happens. ERN aims to solve large scale failures, however, building
such dedicated backup infrastructures is very expensive and
time-consuming
Using the existing Internet self-healing. Some approaches [10]–[12] attempt to explore and utilize the policycompliant BGP path for the resilience enhancement. R-BGP
is proposed in [12] to ensure that Internet domains stay
connected as long as the underlying network is connected.
R-BGP works by pre-computing a few strategically chosen
failover paths. R-BGP provably guarantees that a domain will
not become disconnected from any destination as long as it has
a policy-compliant path to that destination after convergence.
In fact, R-BGP focuses more on eliminating the packet loss
caused by BGP dynamics and does not improve much on failure resilience. In MIRO [11], the authors present a multi-path
inter-domain routing protocol that offers substantial flexibility,
while giving transit domains control over the flow of traffic
through their infrastructure and avoiding state explosion in
disseminating reachability information. This work exploits the
underlying path diversity and hence advances the availability
of Internet routes under network failures. Path splicing [10] is
a primitive for increasing reliability by composing routes from
multiple routing protocol instances. The performance of path
splicing under both intra-domain and inter-domain routing are
evaluated to be promising when links fail. Although these
mechanisms [10]–[12] are promising, their ability to Internet
failures is inherently bounded by the BGP-based Internet
routing structure as reported to be not resilient when various
Internet emergencies happen [14].
VII. C ONCLUSION
We are the first to evaluate the ability of two potential
routing diversities, i.e., peer relaxation and IXP participants

reconnection, which are proposed to recover Internet failures
beyond existing routing connectivities based on BGP policies.
With most complete AS-level map and IXP dataset that can
obtain, we have quantified the recovery ratio, path diversity
and shifted paths in different failure scenarios. The evaluation results suggest that the two potential routing diversities
pinpointed in this paper are promising means to recover the
failed routings. As a first step towards the goal of utilizing
these potential routing diversities, this paper has demonstrated
the efficiency to adopt them. The next step about an efficient
mechanism and system to turn the “potential” routings into
“real” ones is described in our report [32].
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